3D stacked image sensor featuring low noise inductive coupling channels
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Abstract This paper proposes 3D stacked module consisting of image sensor and digital logic dies connected
through inductive coupling channels. Evaluation of a prototype module revealed radiation noise from the
inductive coils to the image sensor is less than 0.4-LSB range along with ADC code, i.e., negligible. Aiming at
high frame rate image sensor/processing module exploiting this attractive off-die interface, 1,000 fps motion
vector (MV) estimation and classification engine for high-speed computational imaging in a 3D stacked module is
assembled, and also tested. The module achieved a cognitive classification scheme employed on MV patterns,
enabling the classification of moving objects not possible in conventional proposals.
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1. Introduction
Computational imaging is a state-of-the-art digital
imaging technology that captures and processes numerous
image snapshots to create perceptually meaningful
representation of our visual world (Fig. 1). Difficult
challenge in computational imaging is to achieve both
highspeed imaging and low-power image processing. In
this paper, we propose a 3-D stacked module for such
highspeed computational imaging applications consisting
of our low-power CMOS imager [1] and an imageprocessor die where image snapshots are transferred to
the low-power image processor via highspeed ThruChip
Interfaces (TCIs) [2] utilizing inductive-coupling between
numerous numbers of coils on each die.
2. Circuit Configuration
Figure 2 shows a micro-photograph of our fabricated
chip using 0.18-µm 1P4M CIS process. The chip is
divided into two halves. The left half (Tx side) consists of
an image sensor, an asynchronous parallel to serial
converter (P2S) that serializes 12-bit parallel pixel data,
and a TCI-Tx. In the right half (Rx side), the received
serial data at TCI-Rx are converted into 12-bit (parallel)
pixel data by an asynchronous serial to parallel converter
(S2P). The TCI-Tx includes two sets of coils/drivers (TCI
Tx cir) for transferring a pair of data and clock, whereas
the TCI-Rx includes a corresponding set of
coils/amplifiers (TCI Rx cir). Figure 3 shows photographs
of the MV estimation chip and 3-D stacked board,
including the performance table. We evaluated the chip
and 3-D module at 100 MHz transfer clock (187 fps with
200×200 pixels; 100 MHz / 14-bit = 7.1 MHz system
clock). Our key proposal is to reduce computational cost
of MV estimation using block matching (BM) method in
the image processor by utilizing highspeed imaging and
high-bandwidth image-data transfer between the imager
and processor with TCIs, based on the fact that movement
of real-world subjects on image sensors tends to be
limited within 1 pixel under high fps condition. The

minimum computational cost of BM with 1-pixel search
range is obtained considering a minimum macro block of
3×3 pixels and a search area of 5×5 pixels. Estimated
MVs are transferred to our motion classification
subsystem (Figs. 4 and 5).
3. Experimental results
Figure 6 shows measured TCI radiation noise
characteristics. Since radiation noise decreases in
proportion to the cube of the distance, the interference
component should have dependencies on (A)ADC-code,
(B)Tx power, as well as (C)coil locations. Measured
results show no such dependencies, meaning no radiation
noise interference detected. Figure 7 presents integrated
MV outputs of the 3-D module. Motion sequences were
captured by our imager [1] (top chip), and then
transferred to the processor (bottom chip) via TCI, and
the bottom chip produced the vector outputs. Figure 8 left
shows 6 examples of motion patterns that our system was
able to recognize, whereas the right shows a comparison
table between state-of-the-art VLSIs [3][4] and the
proposed classifier, indicating 2 major advantages with
respect to them; namely, classification target and power
consumption.
4. Conclusion
This paper demonstrated that high fps image snapshots
were the enabler for area/power efficient motion-vector
estimation and classification systems. We showed, on the
other hand, it is feasible to employ TCIs in highspeed
imagers since their noise interference is negligible when
coils are placed in a right manner. We hence conclude 3D
stacking of imager/processor using TCIs, only requiring
metal coils instead of costly TSVs, can become an
attractive solution for highspeed computational imaging
applications.
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Fig. 1 Overall concept of proposed imager/processor 3D stacked
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Fig. 5 Architecture of proposed motion-classification subsystem
implementing on-/off-chip feature extractors (FEs)
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